X-ray coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) is a lensless microscopy technique for obtaining the density distribution of a non-periodic object from its diffraction image. [1] [2] [3] [4] The advent of x-ray free electron lasers (XFEL) has enabled the recording of high quality diffraction images using single, intense, sub-100 fs pulses. CDI provides previously unattainable imaging information of single nanoparticles and biological specimens, 5, 6 and of transient intermediates such as flash-excited building blocks of photosynthetic systems. 7 In particular, single-shot CDI may revolutionize the investigation of nanostructures and of rare transient events that are otherwise lost in the statistical sampling of time-averaged measurements.
Diffraction images represent the moduli squared of the complex scattering amplitudes. CDI techniques are based on the conjecture that the scattering phases can be retrieved from oversampling the recorded diffraction patterns.
1,2 However, a unique phase retrieval remains challenging in practice due to ambiguities induced by unknown overall object extensions ("support"), signal noise, and missing data due to detector limitations. As a result, iterative transform algorithms (ITA) 8, 9 such as error-reduction (ER) and hybrid input-output (HIO) have been established to bridge between the experimental data and the mathematical paradigm of oversampling theorem. The missing scattering phase information is usually reconstructed based on self-consistency arguments, such as a good agreement between the Fourier transformation of the obtained densities and the measured diffraction amplitudes, along with the application of various physical constraints to minimize the sampled phase space and to prevent trapping of the algorithms in local minima. Trapping and the associated problem of non-unique reconstructions pose a recurring challenge for ITAs. For example, a commonly used shrink-wrap technique is capable of finding the support of an object against a zero background. 10 However, the calculated object density is represented by an average of hundreds of independent reconstruction runs, each with thousands of iterations.
11-13 Such a procedure is computationally expensive and usually incompatible with real-time data analysis.
14 The common practice of performing large numbers of reconstruction runs, where "acceptable" runs are averaged and "failed" runs are discarded, may also contribute to reconstruction ambiguity and loss of resolution.
Here, we present a new approach to single-shot CDI that is based on immersing specimens in nanodroplets, henceforth referred to as droplet coherent diffractive imaging (DCDI). The droplets serve as vehicles to deliver and localize the targets in the x-ray focus, define the sample support, and act as x-ray reference scatterers that provide an approximate solution to the phase problem. We demonstrate that DCDI is an efficient and robust reconstruction technique that converges to physically meaningful solutions within minutes of single central processing unit (CPU) computing times. This work was motivated by our study of quantum vortices in sub-micron sized superfluid He droplets. Foreign atoms and clusters are attracted to the vortex cores and form extended nanoscale structures, which can be visualized by using various imaging techniques. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] In our most recent study, single micron-sized doped droplets revealed characteristic Bragg patterns in x-ray diffraction, which were assigned to lattices containing up to %200 quantum vortices. 20 Here, we focus on the retrieval of the "snapshots" of shapes and positions of few vortices from diffraction patterns devoid of any Bragg spots.
The experimental layout is depicted in Fig. 1 . Droplets were formed along the free jet expansion of helium from a 5 lm nozzle cooled to about 5 K. [20] [21] [22] The droplets considered in this work have a radius of $300 nm and consist of approximately 10 9 He atoms ðN He ¼ 94 Â RðnmÞ 3 Þ. Each droplet was doped with many (%10 6 ) Xe atoms that condensed into groups of clusters. The doped droplets were illuminated by a focused (%25 lm 2 ) x-ray beam (ht ¼ 1.5 keV, k ¼ 0.826 nm, %10 12 photons per 100 fs pulse, repetition rate 120 Hz), and the scattered x-rays were detected at small scattering angles (<0.05 rad) on a shot-by-shot basis using a cooled pnCCD detector containing 1024 Â 1024 pixels of 75 Â 75 lm 2 in size. [23] [24] [25] The distance from the scattering center to the detector was 0.565 m.
Representative single-shot diffraction images of Xe-doped He nanodroplets are displayed in Figs. 2(a1)-2(c1) in a logarithmic color scale. Each image exhibits a periodic radial intensity modulation that represents the characteristic concentric ring structure of the diffraction patterns from the nearly spherical host droplets. Diverse speckle patterns are superimposed on these rings due to the interference between waves scattering off the He droplets and the embedded Xe structures. Using the DCDI algorithm, which will be explained in detail below, density profiles of the Xe clusters inside the droplet are obtained and displayed in Figs of the support. The phase profiles of the reconstructed complex densities are shown in Figs. 2(a3)-2(c3) in a linear color scale ranging from Àp/2 to p/2. Figures 2(a4)-2(c4) display calculated diffraction images derived from the reconstructed total densities, i.e., droplet densities plus Xe densities, in a logarithmic color scale. The calculated diffraction images closely resemble the measured data and smoothly fill areas where experimental intensities are missing. Differences at large distances from the detector center can be accounted for by the discrete nature of photons in the measured diffraction patterns, whereas light waves in the calculations are continuous. Additional parameters such as the droplet dimensions, total He densities, and total Xe densities are included in Table S1 of the supplementary material. 26 We have selected images containing only circular diffraction patterns for this work, i.e., with aspect ratios within 2% of unity. Such patterns correspond to either spherical droplets or spheroidal droplets imaged along the principal axis. A considerable fraction (40%) of the droplets in the beam have elliptical diffraction patterns and stem from rotating droplets experiencing noticeable centrifugal deformation. 20 The DCDI algorithm is also applicable to spheroidal droplets, but this is beyond the scope of this work. In addition, the surface of the droplets may also be impacted by shape oscillations but these typically decay within 4 ms of flight time, 20 long before the droplets reach the XFEL interaction region.
The DCDI algorithm is based on the ER algorithm 8 that has been modified to include a preset He droplet density and size. A flow diagram of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In small-angle scattering, diffraction images can be approximately calculated from the twodimensional density projection of an object onto the detector plane (X-Y). For a spherical helium droplet with radius, R, the projection of the density, q He , is given by
The determination of R and the density scaling factor, C, are detailed in the supplementary material. 26 The algorithm is initiated using a predefined droplet density, q input , as expressed by Eq. (1). After Fourier transform, the modulus of the scattering amplitude is replaced by the square root of the measured intensity, I Meas , whereas the phase, u, is retained. This intermediate scattering amplitude is called G 0 . For reciprocal space regions that lack experimental intensity FIG. 3 . Schematic of droplet coherent diffractive imaging (DCDI). The algorithm is initiated using a preset He droplet density q input . Series of (inverse) Fourier transforms between object-and reciprocal-space with iterative reinforcement of constraints in both spaces rapidly converge to yield the density of Xe clusters inside the droplet.
information (such as the region of the central detector hole, the gap between the detector plates, and some arrays of damaged pixels), the algorithm retains the complex scattering amplitude obtained from the Fourier transform of the object density, q. An approximate solution, q 0 , for the combined density of the He droplet and the embedded dopants is estimated from the inverse Fourier transform of G 0 . This density q 0 is adjusted to a new trial solution of q by applying several constraints. q 0 is set to zero for points outside the droplet boundary (black circles in Figs. 2(a2)-2(c2)). If the real part of q 0 inside the droplet contour exceeds q He by a predetermined threshold value, d, the algorithm retains q 0 ; otherwise, q 0 is replaced with q He . This step discerns between image contributions from the host droplet and the immersed objects. The calculations in Fig. 2 were performed with d ¼ 5000, see supplementary material 26 for unit conventions and the derivation of d. If the argument of the complex quantity q 0 À q He is less than À0.50 rad, q 0 is also replaced with q He . This mild phase constraint effectively amplifies one of the complex conjugate solutions (i.e., one with positive imaginary part), which accelerates convergence and suppresses trapping of the algorithm in center-symmetric configurations, see examples in the supplementary material. 26 Figure 4 illustrates the rapid convergence of DCDI for the data displayed in Fig. 2(a1) . The algorithm usually identifies the main object features within a few iterations and completely converges within less than 100 iteration cycles. As shown in Fig. 4(g) , the normalized root mean square deviation (NRMSD) 26 of the diffraction intensity converges within less than 20 iterations. The NRMSD value remains constant within 0.1% after 100 iterations for which the DCDI algorithm requires about 5 min of CPU time on a standard personal computer. In contrast, application of traditional ER or HIO algorithms 8, 9 with the droplet's outline as a support did not resolve the filaments. Instead, the algorithms converged to a solution having a large non-physical amplitude variation of the helium droplet density. Furthermore, reconstructions from these algorithms often exhibit sharp discontinuities in regions where experimental intensities were unavailable. DCDI was coded using the MathcadV R software package. Both object and reciprocal spaces were sampled with 981 Â 981 matrices. Based on the scattering geometry and wavelength, the size of a single pixel is 6.35 nm and 1.01 Â 10 À3 nm À1 (about 0.133 mrad) in the object and Fourier domains, respectively.
The density distributions in Figs. 2(a2)-2(c2) show that the embedded Xe atoms neither form a single cluster nor are they dispersed randomly inside the droplet. Instead, they form filaments separated by about 100-200 nm. The formation of the filaments is consistent with the condensation of dopant atoms onto the cores of quantum vortices as previously demonstrated in He droplets of 300 nm to 2000 nm in diameter. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Vortices with the same sense of rotation repel each other 27 and should give rise to widely spaced filaments symmetrically distributed around the droplet's center. For example, the image in Fig. 2(a2) is consistent with an approximately hexagonal pattern of C-shaped filaments imaged at some angle with respect to the symmetry axis. Similar symmetric arrangements of few parallel vortices in a rotating bucket filled with superfluid helium have previously been observed by Packard and co-workers. 28 In comparison, the vortices in the droplets are expected to be curved as they must terminate perpendicular to the surface, 29, 30 which is consistent with the observed curved filaments in Fig. 2 . Similar wire-like structures were observed when doping the droplets with metal and metalloid atoms. [16] [17] [18] [19] The clusters, in those experiments, were deposited on carbon films and were imaged via transmission electron microscopy. Therefore, we identify each of the observed clusters with the position of a vortex core. The good agreement of the obtained vortex configurations with previous experimental findings and theoretical predictions also substantiates the reliability of the DCDI reconstructions. Doping the droplet with Xe atoms facilitates the visualization of the vortex cores, which are otherwise challenging to detect. Each core has a diameter of only $0.2 nm, 31 which is about four orders of magnitude smaller than the typical He droplet dimension. The DCDI reconstructions also demonstrate the utility of ultrafast single-shot x-ray CDI to study irreproducible, transient systems. The ascertained vortex filament structures are not stationary but rotate in the lab frame at $10 7 rad/s; 20 thus, slower time-averaged measurements would blur the filament structures. In addition, the size, angular velocity, and axis of rotation of the droplets cannot be controlled, which would lead to a significant loss of information in ensemble-averaged experiments.
The known scattering amplitude of the host droplet facilitates the fast retrieval of the density of an unknown immersed object in DCDI. It is instructive to compare DCDI with Fourier Transform Holography (FTH), in which the hologram results from the interference between light waves emerging from the object and a small, spatially separated reference hole (ideally a point source 32, 33 ). In FTH, the Fourier transform of the diffraction intensity produces the autocorrelation functions of the object and the reference, as well as two complex conjugate crosscorrelations of the object and the reference, which are the object images. In order to avoid any overlap of the reconstruction and the autocorrelation images, the reference hole must be placed more than three object radii away from the sample. It has been demonstrated, however, that reconstructions can still be accomplished with shorter object-reference distances by using ITAs. 34 Another variant of FTH surrounds the object of interest with specially designed reference structures. 35 While continued progress in extending FTH capabilities is being made, 36, 37 its application in XFEL experiments remains challenging, mostly because the reference structure is destroyed with every single XFEL shot. The main difference between DCDI and FTH is that there is no separation between the object and the reference in DCDI; in fact, the droplet itself serves as both the reference and the object support. Each object in DCDI is contained within a reference droplet, since the droplets are the vessels that transport the objects to the scattering volume. A He droplet is a particularly useful reference because it is optically thin with a refractive index of n He ¼ ð1 À 1:34 Â 10 À5 þ 1:6 Â 10 À8 iÞ at 1.5 keV, yet it still produces sufficient x-ray scattering for the reconstruction; 20 the imaginary part of its scattering amplitude is negligible; it is a quantum liquid that weakly interacts with any immersed specimen; and it exemplifies the most homogeneous density possible. 31 It also has a naturally occurring spherical or spheroidal shape with a sub-nm sharp edge. 21 The droplet dominates the scattering amplitude, providing approximate phasing of the interferogram, which is the basis for the fast convergence of DCDI. In contrast, conventional CDI algorithms use random phases as a starting point. Since the droplet encloses the object in DCDI, the reconstructed density and its complex conjugate overlap, warranting application of ITAs, such as ER. ITA is also required to compensate for the missing diffraction data due to detector constraints. The smallest reconstructed feature is three pixels (18 nm) across, which is comparable to the theoretical CDI resolution of about k=h max % 12 nm, wherein h max is determined by the spatial extent of the detector.
Provided that the elemental (molecular) identity of the dopant is known, it is possible to obtain its absolute number of particles from a single image by using DCDI because the droplet and the contained object are exposed to the same x-ray flux. As an example, the density profile depicted in Fig. 2(a2) is used to obtain the total density of Xe as 1.87 Â 10 7 þ 7.70 Â 10 6 i, whereas the total He density from Eq. (1) is 1.38 Â 10 9 . The total density is proportional to ðf 
For the configuration presented in Fig. 2(c2) , the number of Xe atoms is N Xe;DCDI ¼ 1.5 Â 10 6 , which agrees well with (2.0 6 0.4) Â 10 6 atoms derived from pickup kinetics, see Table S1 in the supplementary material. 26 This good agreement indicates that all Xe atoms can be accounted for in the DCDI reconstruction, which is facilitated by the high local density of the embedded structures that exceeds the value of d. In general, the size of an imaged object (such as a cluster filament) should be substantially smaller than the host droplets. A poorer DCDI performance may be expected if the size of the object is comparable to the size of the droplet, such as in a homogeneous distribution of dopant atoms in the droplet. The absolute precision of determining the number of encapsulated Xe atoms in DCDI is directly related to the uncertainty in the value of C (Eq. (1)), which is about 10% for intense diffraction images (!5.0 Â 10 5 scattered photons). The calculated number of atoms is also sensitive to the value of d, see supplementary material. 26 In contrast, conventional CDI requires the determination of the absolute x-ray flux at the scattering point for absolute density measurements, which is usually impossible for single images due to the uncertainty of the object's position with respect to the tight focus of the XFEL beam.
DCDI also yields the absolute scattering phase of the studied atoms and, therefore, provides some degree of elemental specificity. For an optically thin object, each of its volume elements can be considered as an independent scattering center for the incident wave, 39 which constitutes the so-called Rayleigh-Gans approximation and holds if ( 1 (k: wavelength of light; S: typical extension of the scattering object along the beam). The Rayleigh-Gans approximation is well satisfied for a He droplet with 300 nm radius, for which . Therefore, the effect of refraction from Xe is negligible, and the phase of the cluster density should be given by tan À1 ðf 0 2 =f 0 1 Þ for Xe. As an example, the average complex phase of the Xe density in Fig. 2(a2) is u ¼ 0.39 rad, which is in excellent agreement with the value of u ¼ 0.394 rad deduced from the corresponding x-ray atomic scattering factors. Furthermore, if the phase is known a priori, as in the present case, it can be used as an additional constraint in object space to accelerate convergence, and to minimize the appearance of the complex conjugate image in the reconstruction. This is particularly useful for weak scattering signals.
We have demonstrated the application of DCDI algorithm for reconstructing the shapes of quantum vortices in a superfluid helium nanodroplet. Compared to other CDI techniques, the most prominent advantages of DCDI are: (i) a rapid convergence and shot noise resilience that may enable real-time image analysis during experiments; (ii) the determination of the absolute scattering phase, and (iii) the capability to derive absolute object densities from single-shot measurements. In the future, it will be interesting to expand DCDI reconstructions to a wider range of objects and dynamic phenomena. Helium droplets have been shown to readily pick up targets as large as $12 000 Dalton sized proteins 41 and to support chemical transformations. 21 Combining these characteristics with DCDI may enable a new class of ultrafast single-shot imaging experiments that identify the structures of individual macromolecules or transient intermediates in chemical reactions. We also note that the algorithm could be extended to include external objects. In order to explore its generality, the DCDI technique should be applied to droplets of other materials (e.g., water) as well as to droplets on a surface (such as on a silicon nitride window). The performance of the DCDI technique should also be independently validated by imaging test objects with known density distributions.
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